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SHRI Y. B. CHAVAN: Sir, we ourselves 
wanted to go into this matter thoroughly and 
satisfy ourselves that everything is all xight. 
It is for this very reason that we have 
appoinled a Committee which is going into 
this matter. So, it is very difficult for me to 
indicate any conclusions at this stage. 

SHRI FARIDUL HAQ ANSARI: I want to 
know about part (b) of the question whether 
the hon. Minister will assure the House that 
practical steps have been taken to minimise 
these accidents so that there may not be loss 
of life and property. 

SHRI Y. B. CHAVAN: On the data 
available at the present moment, certainly we 
have taken steps, we have given instructions 
to keep 1his rate of accidents to its minimum 
but we would certainly want to study this 
question scientifically and that will depend 
upon the recommendations of the  
Committee. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Question Hour is 
over 

12 NOON 
SHORT   NOTICE   QUESTION   AND 

ANSWER 

ISRAEL INDEPENDENCE DAY 

3. SHRI DAHYABHAI V. PATEL: Will 
the PRIME MINISTER be pleased to state: 

(a) whether it is a fact that the reservation 
booked in the Asoka Hotel more than a 
month earlier to celebrate the Israel 
Independence Day on 

the 15th April, 1964 in New Delhi was 
cancelled at the instance of the Government 
of India; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the 
Government of India advised the Con 
sulate of Israel not to hold the cele 
brations in New Delhi on that day; 
and 

(c) whether the Government of 
India have advised any Consulate or 
diplomatic representative of any other 
country not to hold its Independence 
Day Celebrations, if so, which are 
those countries, if not, what are the 
reasons for which such an action was 
taken in the case of Israel? 

THE DEPUTY MINISTER IN THE 
MINISTRY OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS 
(SHRI DINESH SINGH):   (a) Yes, Sir. 

(b) On 7th April, 1964, the Gov 
ernment advised the Israeli Consul to 
cancel the Israeli National Day recep 
tion which he was scheduled to hold 
in New Delhi on 15th April, 1964. 

(c) No, Sir. The question has not 
arisen in the case of any other Consul 
because all Consulates had been hold 
ing receptions in celebration of the 
National Days of their countries at 
their respective headquarters. That 
is the reason why we advised the 
Israeli Consul also to hold the recep 
tion only at the headquarters. 

SHRI DAHYABHAI V. PATEL: May I 
ask, Sir, the reasons why the Government of 
India does not have full diplomatic relations 
with Israel— the Ambassador of that, 
country is not here in Delhi—so that such 
difficulties may not arise? 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: Sir, this, I would 
submit, does not arise out of this question. 
We have given our reasons in this House 
several times. 

SHRI A. B. VAJPAYEE: May I know, Sir, 
if it is a fact that the management of the 
Asoka Hotel went out of its way and 
cancelled this reception?   I can understand 
the Minis- 

pared to the flying hours that are involved. 
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try of External Affairs cancelling the 
reception, but why did the Asoka Hotel go 
out of the way and cancel the reception? 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: The Ministry of 
External Affairs advised the Israeli Consul to 
cancel it and he had said that he was going to 
refer the matter to his Government. But when 
he did not let us know within a, period that 
we considered reasonable, we advised the 
Asoka Hotel to inform the Israeli Consul that 
they will not be able to hold the reception 
there. 

SHRI A. B. VAJPAYEE: May I know Sir, 
whether the Ministry also advised the 
management of the Asoka Hotel to cancel the 
reservation for a room made by the 
Consulate? 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: No, Sir. 

SHRI A. B. VAJPAYEE: May I know Sir, 
whether the hon. Minister will make enquiry 
as to how the management cancelled the 
reservation of the room? 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: it has made 
enquiries. The position is that this reservation 
was provisional and it was not confirmed 
within the specified time. 

SWRI M. S. GURUPADA SWAMY: May I 
know, Sir, whether it is a fact that the Israeli 
Government in the past had requested the 
Government of India that they may be 
permitted to open a Consulate in Delhi or, in 
the alternative, to allow the Council in 
Bombay to hold receptions in Delhi? If so, 
what is the reaction of the Government of 
India to this request? 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: I do not remember 
receiving any request of this kind, but our 
policy towards Israel in this line has been 
very clear that we do not have any diplomatic 
relations, that the function of the Consulate is 
at the port where there may be some    need     
for it for the 

Israeli citizens coming, and for this reason 
this Consulate was established in  Bombay. 

SHRI A. M. TARIQ: May I know, Sir, 
whether it is a fact that after the said Consul 
assured the Ministry of External Affairs that 
he would cancel this reception he tried to hold 
this reception in his room, and as a result of 
which it was found desirable to cancel the 
reservation for this room also?" 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: As I mentioned, we 
did not advise the cancellation of the 
reservation of the room but regarding the 
cancellation of the reservation of the hall we 
did advise the Hotel. 

SHRI A. M. TARIQ: That is not my 
question. My question is whether it is a fact 
that after the Consul gave an assurance that he 
would not hold the reception in the lawn, he 
tried to hold the reception in his room and as 
a result of it the reservation of the room was 
also cancelled? 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: How could I say, 
Sir? The reception was to be held on the 15th. 
We advised the Consul on the 7th and the 
Hotel on the 11th. 

SHRI A. D. MANI; May I know, Sir, if it 
was the first occasion that an attempt was 
made to celebrate the Israeli Independence 
Day in Delhi whereas such functions were 
held in Bombay in the past and did the Gov-
ernment of India object to such celebrations 
being held in the capital? 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: That is true. These 
receptions were generally held in Bombay in 
the past and this year also, I believe, it was 
held in Bombay. 

SHRI B. K. P. SINHA; May I know, Sir, 
what is the theory and practice of diplomatic 
functioning on which our External Affairs 
Ministry proceeds? Do the diplomats and 
foreign Consuls enjoy the same rights as the 
citizens of this country except those 
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that are specifically denied to them, or do 
they enjoy only those rights that are   
specifically   conferred   on   them? 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: Sir, tiis is generally 
in conformity with the international practice. 
There is a Vienna Convention. But it has not 
been ratified by all the countries. But one is 
generally governed by it. And then our 
country has its own set of rules. 

•SHRI B. K. P. SINHA: May I know, Sir, 
whether there is any rule or clause in the 
Vienna Convention which lays down that 
Consuls can hold celebrations only in the 
cities in which they have their headquarters? 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: There is a 
convention and it is also clearly mentioned in 
the Vienna Convention that Consulate 
officers are restricted to Consulate functions. 
They can perform diplomatic functions with 
the consent of the receiving State. In this case 
there was no consent and we considered the 
holding of the National Day reception in 
Delhi to be a diplomatic act. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: The hon. 
Minister has stated before this House that on 
the 7th the Consul was informed of the , 
cancellation by the Government of India of 
this function. May I know, Sir, following that 
whether the Government made any enquiries 
from them as to-why they did not make a 
public announcement of the cancellation of 
this function having got the intimation from 
the Government of India on the 7th? 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: That is not our 
business. Why he did not send out the 
cancellation announcement or why did he not 
advertise, that is for him. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: It is important 
because it has been made out in the press that 
the Consulate Officer was standing at the 
steps of the Asoka Hotel with tears in his eyes 
when the people who were coming to 

join the function had to be turned away. It 
was a nice piece of propaganda. Therefore, I 
think our External Affairs Ministry should 
have taken notice of it and inquired from the 
Israeli officer here as to why, after having got 
the intimation from the Government of India, 
he did not take steps in order to have it 
annulled rather than standing, if he at all did, 
at the steps of the Asoka Hotel with tears in 
his eyes? 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: In fact he did 
advertise in the newspapers. It appeared on 
the day the party was to be held. Some 
people did not care to read the newspapers. 

SHRI A. D. MANI; Going back to the 
answer to my question I asked earlier, I 
would like to ask the Minister whether any 
representatives of the Government or the 
State Governments did attend the 
Independence Day celebrations at Bombay, 
and am I to understand from the reply of the 
Minister that the Government of India did not 
object to the celebrations of their 
Independence Day in any part of India except 
in Delhi? 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: Sir, I could not 
follow the question. No Government official 
changad the independence day. How can we 
change the independence day? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: He said celebrations. 

SHRI A. D. MANI: Shutting out the 
celebrations in any part of India . . . 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: Our national day? 

SHRI A. D. MANI: Their national day 
being celebrated in Bombay or Calcutta. You 
have not objected to that. You did not want it 
to be held in Delhi. 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: That is not true. I 
was talking about the receptions going to be 
held by the Consu- 
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late. Individuals can celebrate in any way 
they like. 

SHRI NIREN GHOSH: Sir, from the hon. 
Minister's replies I understand that the Consul 
concerned exceeded the diplomatic 
prerogatives in trying to hold that celebration 
at the Asoka Hotel. If sO( may I know whe-
ther the Government would enquire of him as 
to why he at all proceeded to hold a 
celebration meeting at the Asoka Hotel? 

 SHRI DINESH SINGH: There is no need for 
any further enquiry. We sent for the Consul 
and told him that this was a wrong act and he 
should cancel it. 

SHRI I. K. GUJRAL: While I can un-
derstand that the Government of India 
advised the Consul as it did, is it correct for 
the Ministry of External Affairs to use the 
Asoka Hotel, that being a Government Hotel 
as an arm for effecting its policies? 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: That is not true. 
We only wanted to save the Asoka Hotel the 
loss and embarrassment in this case. 

SHRI A. B. VAJPAYEE: Is it not a fact that 
certain Cabinet Ministers had agreed to 
attend this particular function, and if so, am I 
to understand that even the Cabinet Ministers 
do not know what is the foreign policy of the 
Government? 

SHRI DINESH SINGH; I do not know 
which Cabinet Ministers agreed to attend. 

SHRI A. B. VAJPAYEE: Sir, is the hon. 
Minister in a position to deny that Cabinet 
Ministers had accepted the invitation to 
attend the function? I can disclose their 
names. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: How could he know 
who had accepted and who had not. I might 
proceed to the next item. 

SHRI A. D. MANI:  One question 

MR. CHAIRMAN: This is probably your 
third or fourth supplementary. Go ahead. 

SHRI A. D. MANI: I would not take much 
time of the House. Suppose that function had 
been held at the Imperial Hotel, would the 
Government have had any objection? 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: We would not 
have allowed the holding of the official 
function here anywhere. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Mani, any other 
question? 

(No reply) 

WRITTEN    ANSWERS    TO    QUES-
TIONS 

U.S. SEVENTH FLEET 

f SHRI R. S. KHANDEKAR: *234.  <{ 
SHRI SITARAM [_    JAIPURIA: 

Will the PRIME MINISTER be pleased to 
state: 

(a) whether it is fact that the U.S. Seventh 
Fleet has abandoned its proposed intention to 
visit the Indian Ocean in May, 1964; and 

(b) if so, whether the decision is 
temporary or final? 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS 
(SHRIMATI LAKSHMI N. MENON): (a) 
Government have no information on this 
subject. 

(b) Question does not arise. 

INDUCEMENT SCHEME FOR INDIANS FOR 
LEAVING CEYLON 

•237. SHRI SITARAM JAIPURIA: Will the 
PRIME MINISTER be pleased to state; 

(a)   whether  Government's    atten-| tion 
has been drawn to a news-item 




